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ABSTRACT
The online communities available on the Web have shown to
be significantly interactive and capable of collectively solving
difficult tasks. Nevertheless, it is still a challenge to decide
how a task should be dispatched through the network due to
the high diversity of the communities and the dynamically
changing expertise and social availability of their members.
We introduce CrowdSTAR, a framework designed to route
tasks across and within online crowds. CrowdSTAR indexes
the topic-specific expertise and social features of the crowd
contributors and then uses a routing algorithm, which sug-
gests the best sources to ask based on the knowledge vs.
availability trade-offs. We experimented with the proposed
framework for question and answering scenarios by using
two popular social networks as crowd candidates: Twitter
and Quora.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4.m [Information Systems]: Miscellaneous; H.5.3 [Group
and Organization Interfaces]: Collaborative Computing
General Terms
Experimentation, Measurement, Algorithms
Keywords
Task Routing, Social Search, Question Answering, Crowd-
sourcing, User Expertise
1. INTRODUCTION
Crowdsourcing emerged as a methodology to solve problems
whose solutions require human intervention and skills and
therefore cannot be solved by machines only. There are sev-
eral crowdsourcing platforms available, each one with its
own characteristics and niche market. Nonetheless, the net-
works of people in these platforms are not yet interconnected
and the distributed wisdom of crowds and their respective
users is not catalogued. Because of this rich crowdsourcing
environment it is difficult to say which of these sources is
most appropriate to solve a given problem. The challenge
we are addressing in this paper is how to find the best ex-
perts within the best matching crowd for a given task. This
challenge is made more difficult by the fact that the charac-
teristics of networks and users change dynamically over time.
For example, the user base of a crowdsourcing platform or
social network might significantly grow or shrink over time.
The contribution of a single user may vary from being ab-
solutely committed to only being marginally present or not
present at all. A solution that finds best-matching crowds
therefore has to continuously adapt to such a dynamic set-
ting.
We believe that the potential of the collective wisdom of
online crowdsourcing can be fully explored only if there exist
services that perform the following functions:
1. Detecting and indexing the dynamically changing crowd
expertise.
2. Using this knowledge index to route tasks to the right
crowds and individual users.
Indexing the knowledge and availability characteristics of a
crowd and its users allows us to route tasks to the right
crowd and users. We call this approach social task routing.
The intent of social task routing is to find competent people
that answer a problem for which an otherwise definite answer
does not exist (e.g., via Web search). The following example
is one of such problems:
Example 1. Alice is researching the impact of academia
on startup companies in the Bay Area. In particular, she is
interested in a list of professors from well-known universities
in the Bay Area who founded a startup.
Alice tries to input various queries into search engines but
none of her formulations are giving her a satisfying answer.
The specific answer to this problem is nowhere aggregated
on the Web but needs to be collected from people who are
knowledgeable in the field of startups and academia. The
goal of social task routing in this case is to find out which
of the online communities contain this expertise and which
individuals in the community to ask.
The main contribution of this paper is a system for social
task routing that combines expertise detection with inter-
activity and availability characteristics of users. As we will
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describe in the following sections, expertise detection is a
crucial factor for the accuracy of a social task router, yet it is
not sufficient. Equally important factors are the users’ inter-
activity and availability characteristics. Therefore, the sec-
ond main contribution of this paper is an exploration of the
trade-offs between these dimensions. Our system, Crowd-
STAR (Crowdsourced Social Task Routing), investigates
these aspects in the context of question-answering tasks us-
ing two popular social networks, Quora and Twitter.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first cover
related work in Section 2. We then present the results of a
survey on the usability of Q&A systems in Section 3. We
define the user utility model in Section 4 that is used to
support the social task routing algorithm described in Sec-
tion 5. We explain the system architecture of CrowdSTAR
in Section 6 and present the results of the evaluation of our
system in Section 7. Section 8 concludes this paper.
2. RELATEDWORK
Social task routing has been analyzed in several studies and
stands at the boundary of major research fields like collabo-
rative information seeking and crowdsourcing. Dustdar and
Gaedke [7] were among the first to envision the general social
routing principle supported by Web-scale workflows. Law
and von Ahn [13] provide insights into the different forms of
task routing and recommendation for crowdsourcing. Mor-
ris, Teevan, and Panovich [17] describe a thorough compar-
ison between Web search and social search (i.e. forwarding
the question to a social network). Their work confirms that
none of the searching methods is a general panacea but that
they work best if combined together. Further studies by
Jeong et al. [11] and Morris et al. [18] in the same context
show that answers from humans increase the users’ satis-
faction and confidence. Indeed, Oeldorf-Hirsch et al. [19]
examined that, when given the option of using a search en-
gine and/or a social network, users use status message ques-
tion asking for 20% of their information needs. Ellison et
al. [8] study requests for responses on Facebook (questions
and other forms of requests) and categorize those by cost
and type.
The most relevant work to our problem definition is the one
presented by Bozzon et al. [5]. The authors propose a general
resource-to-user graph model to represent any given crowd.
They then compute user scores based on the frequency of
the search term within the resources associated to the user
or their graph neighbors. The method though does not take
into account the social features of the experts (interactivity
and availability) and bases the crowd selection on expertise
only. Further analyses focus on the Q&A potential of single
crowds but do not make use of the social features [23, 14].
Furthermore, Mamykina et al. [15] and Paul, Hong, and
Chi [1] study Q&A communities and their respective incen-
tives and reward strategies concluding that building a good
online reputation is one of the most important motivations.
Horowitz and Kamvar [10] explore the concept of social
availability. Their work characterizes a social search engine
where people ask questions to other users via different means
of communication, for example, email and instant messag-
ing. The availability of the members is incorporated by ap-
plying filters that prevent asking people who are not online
at the moment or have been asked very recently. Thus, it
is not part of the user-topic model but works as a general
pruning criterion. The expert search is isolated within a sin-
gle network and within the circle of contacts of the person
who is asking the question. As we show in the next section,
although this can be efficient for personal questions, it might
not be as profitable for questions requiring a broader domain
of competence. Sung, Lee, and Lee [21] introduce a model
that linearly combines (topical) availability with expertise
into a single measure called question affordance.
Gathering expertise evidence in social networks is an active
field of research [2, 20, 5, 9]. The generalized approach is to
rank candidate experts according to the likelihood of person
e being an expert on query q [2]. This likelihood is typically
computed by combining different features of the candidate
expert given the query q. Pal and Counts define multiple
features around the textual content a person generates (e.g.,
tweets on topic, mention impact) [20]. Bozzon et al. [5]
use term frequency and inverse document frequency (tf/idf)
of words and entities as discriminating features. Ghosh et
al. [9] use the number of appearances of a person in Twitter
lists to compute the likelihood of the person being an expert.
These approaches provide good results but differ in detail for
individual queries. The user metrics explained in this study
are inspired by Pal and Counts [20] and elaborated for a
better depiction of our vision.
3. HUMANS VS. MACHINES
Q&A communities are an effective mechanism for informa-
tion seeking on the web. They contain a large number of
questions with answers which motivates a user to try a Q&A
service instead of searching for web pages on a search engine.
For a deeper understanding of the user requirements, it is
interesting to know which types of questions a user would
likely ask to another user or try to find the answer using a
search engine. To quantify these preferences, we designed
an experiment that consisted of showing to a crowdsourcing
worker an existing question taken from Quora (with no user
interface treatment) and asking two survey questions about
it:
1. Do you think that you can find the answer to this
question by typing a few keywords on a search engine
or would you prefer a direct answer by a person (a
friend or expert)?
2. If you prefer a human answer for this particular ques-
tion, would you further prefer a friend or an expert
providing the answer?
The sample data set consisted of the top 500 questions (with
the most number of answers) and the bottom 500 questions
(with the least number of answers) from Quora. Some ex-
amples of the questions we asked are: Why is U2 so popular?
or What are the best storytelling songs? We asked 3 judges
per question and took the majority vote as the final answer.
To differentiate the two sets of questions asked, we group
the questions by interrogative words, or question words (for
example what, when, and how). For the top 500 questions
there are 28 unique interrogative words, whereas for the bot-
tom 500 questions there are 47 unique interrogative words.
Table 1: Distribution of most frequent interrogative
words of the top 500 and bottom 500 questions on
Quora.
Interrogative word Top 500 Bottom 500
What 60.8% 31.2%
How 7.6% 17.6%
Which 6.8% 2.4%
Why 4.8% 6.8%
Who 4.4% 1.6%
Where 1.2% 3.8%
Table 2: Results of Question 1: “Do you think you
can find the answer to this question using a search
engine or through a person?”
Answer via Top 500 Bottom 500
Search engine 53.8% 75.1%
Person 46.2% 24.9%
Table 3: Results of Question 2: “Would you prefer
a friend or an expert providing the answer?”
Answer via Top 500 Bottom 500
Expert 56.2% 60.8%
Friend 22.9% 17.8%
No preference 20.9% 21.4%
Table 1 shows the distribution of the most frequent interrog-
ative words of the two data sets. The interrogative pronoun
what dominates the top 500 questions, while it is only half
as frequent in the bottom 500 questions. On the other hand,
the interrogative how is much more frequent in the bottom
500 questions than in the top 500. Our findings are that the
top 500 questions are more advice-type questions (e.g., What
do you do when no one believes in you?) or questions that re-
quire perspective (e.g., Can money buy happiness?), whereas
the bottom 500 questions are more fact-finding questions
(e.g., What is knowledge management? and How much did
Facebook acquire Beluga for?).
The results of Question 1, “Do you think you can find the
answer to this question using a search engine or through
a person?”, are shown in Table 2. For the top 500 ques-
tions, the judges slightly prefer to find an answer using a
search engine than by asking a person. For the bottom 500
questions, a search engine is preferred in 75% of the cases.
These differences can be explained by the different types of
questions in the two data sets. The top 500 questions more
frequently ask for advice or require perspective and thus
can be better answered by asking a person. The bottom
500 questions more frequently ask for facts and thus can be
better answered using a search engine.
The results of Question 2, “Would you prefer a friend or an
expert providing the answer?”, are summarized in Table 3.
Overall, answers by experts are preferred over answers by
friends by a significant difference for both data sets. For the
bottom 500 questions, the preference for answers by friends
drops compared to the top 500 questions while the pref-
Knowledge Availability
Qualification
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Figure 1: User utility model for a given topic.
erence for experts increases. Our explanation is that for
questions that require how to, users trust more an answer
from an expert than from a friend. The preference for ex-
perts justifies the need for expertise detection before ask-
ing questions in Q&A communities. Another observation is
that questions preferred to be answered by humans contain
many non-factual/non-factoid answers. Questions starting
with why and what was the reason show a preference to be
answered by humans. In contrast, those starting with what
is the name, who, and how long can generally be satisfied by
a search engine.
4. USER UTILITY MODEL
In this section we describe the user model from a utility
perspective. We emphasize the fact that the utility of a
crowd member (i.e., her adequacy to solve a given task) is (1)
topic-specific, (2) continuously changing, and (3) strongly
affected by the user’s social behavior in the network. In
contrast to previous work, we decide to model more than
one feature for each triple < user, topic, crowd > and use
them altogether in the routing technique that we propose
later on.
We first identify two main dimensions for a given user part
of a certain crowd on a particular topic: Knowledge and
Availability. Knowledge is the dimension that captures the
passive or active expertise on the topic while Availability
shows the social involvement in answering questions or con-
versing on the same topic. From our task routing experi-
ments in Twitter and Quora aiming for high knowledge is
crucial but not enough. Accounts which seem to know a lot
on a particular matter can be slow or not helpful in answer-
ing questions. For example, BBC News might be a good
resource for news retrieval but it is rarely collaborating in
task solving through conversations. On the other hand, a
talkative account without expertise may give answers with
low quality.
We improve the definition of these two dimensions by de-
composing them into two other sub-features. As shown in
Figure 1, Knowledge is further divided into Qualification
and Interest while Availability is broken down into Respon-
siveness and Activity. Semantically, the meaning and the
intent of each of the social availability features is as follows:
1. Qualification (K1): How much original and qualitative
content does the user generate? A user on Quora, for
example, may be active on a subject by posting ques-
tions but this does not show that he or she is qualified.
2. Interest (K2): How active and interested is the user?
The aim is to compute the degree of interest on the
topic with respect to the overall activity in the net-
work.
Table 4: Metric definitions of expertise.
Metric Definition
A answer
CA correct answer
P post
OP original non-conversational post
3. Responsiveness (A1): How responsive is the user to
conversations and questions relevant to the topic? This
metric not only can be useful to retrieve answers faster
but also can be exploited as a discriminative filter for
distinguishing advertisement/company accounts from
real human members.
4. Activity (A2): How long has it been since the user’s
last contribution on the topic? Considering that hu-
man crowd members cannot be accessed continuously,
this metric helps to increase user satisfaction by keep-
ing them engaged without overloading.
4.1 Expertise detection
Expertise detection is the problem of finding people who are
experts. The field of research that studies expertise detec-
tion is called expertise retrieval. As shown in Section 3, we
need experts to help us answer questions that we are unable
to answer using a search engine on the Web. Even with lots
of information at hand, we need experts to classify infor-
mation, draw conclusions, and present us with an answer.
An excellent summary of the research findings in expertise
retrieval is provided in the recent survey by Balog et al. [2]
There are two main challenges of expertise detection: candi-
date selection and gathering expertise evidence. Candidate
selection is the problem of finding candidate experts on a
particular topic. A candidate expert can either be an au-
thor of a text or a person that is referenced in a text, via
mention or citation [2]. Gathering expertise evidence is the
problem of determining the strength of expertise of a can-
didate expert given the textual evidence. The strength of
expertise is the likelihood of the person being an expert,
given the text documents, characteristics of documents, and
type of candidate selection. Interestingly, the challenges of
expertise detection, candidate selection and gathering ex-
pertise evidence, are comparable to the challenges in Web
search, namely document matching and document ranking.
Candidate selection in social networks is straightforward be-
cause authors of texts can be identified by unique social
network identifiers. These identifiers are unique and per-
manent. Moreover, references to other persons are typi-
cally made via quasi-permanent usernames that hardly ever
change. On Twitter, for example, each user has a unique
numeric user id (e.g., 1969163161 ) and a quasi-permanent
username (e.g., @SocialQARouting). Unique user ids and
quasi-permanent usernames make it feasible to select candi-
date experts via authorship and references. Candidate se-
lection is hard if references are real names, part of names, or
abbreviated names. For example, if people tweet about “So-
cial Q&A Routing” instead of referring to @SocialQARout-
ing, it is difficult to infer that these mentions refer to the
same user on Twitter. Resolving such cases requires entity
resolution techniques [3, 4]. In this paper we do not utilize
entity resolution; we select candidate experts by user id and
username only.
Candidate selection in our approach is achieved via two
steps: finding user-generated documents and selecting the
authors of these documents as candidate experts. In the
first step, we find user-generated documents by matching all
documents of a social network on a particular topic. Match-
ing in Twitter is performed by checking whether the topic is
contained in a document. In Quora, the content is tagged by
users or editors with the topics it belongs to. In the second
step, we choose as candidate experts the set of authors of the
matched documents. Gathering expertise evidence is based
on the two features of the Knowledge dimension: qualifica-
tion and interest, whose meaning was introduced earlier in
this section. Formally, qualification (K1) and interest (K2)
are defined as follows for a social network crowd c, user u,
and topic t (the metrics used in the formulas are explained
in Table 4):
K1(c, u, t) =
CA(c,u,t)
A(c,u,t)
+
OP(c,u,t)
P(c,u,t)
K2(c, u, t) =
P(c,u,t)
P(c,u)
On Twitter, a post is a tweet message. An original post is
a non-conversational tweet that is not a retweet. A non-
conversational tweet is a tweet that is not addressed to an-
other user and thus is visible to all followers of the tweeting
user. On Quora, a post is an answer, a question, or a blog
post that does not include Q&A. An original post is an an-
swer or a blog post, but not a question because questions do
not provide evidence of a user’s qualification. The definition
of correct answer depends on the social network as well. For
Quora, we consider an answer correct if it received at least
two upvotes. For Twitter, we manually judge answers as
correct or incorrect. It must be noted that manually judg-
ing answers does not scale with the number of questions an-
swered. An alternative is to use an additional crowdsourcing
step to let crowd workers upvote answers by Twitter users,
which in fact happens by design in Quora.
The above definition of qualification and interest is suscep-
tible to low-frequency users and spammers. Low-frequency
users post only few documents on a social network. In the
extreme case, a user only posts a single document about a
topic and thus receives a high qualification score of 1 and
a perfect interest score of 1. Thus, we cannot safely select
these users as experts. Spammers on the other hand are
users that post many documents about the same topic to
pretend to have high qualification and interest.
Pal and Counts’ measure against low-frequent users and
spammers is to use a probabilistic clustering approach (Gaus-
sian mixture model) [20]. In our case, because we want to
combine expertise features with social features later, we will
use a different approach. We exclude low-frequency users by
smoothing the qualification and interest features. Smooth-
ing assigns more weight to users that posted more docu-
ments on a topic, but not necessarily completely about the
topic. The modified formulas of smoothed qualification and
interest are as follows, where µ is the average mean of the
non-smoothed ratio and interest respectively and N is the
number of data points:
K′1(c, u, t) =
CA(c,u,t) + µ
A(c,u,t) +N
+
OP(c,u,t) + µ
P(c,u,t) +N
K′2(c, u, t) =
P(c,u,t) + µ
P(c,u) +N
Smoothing in our approach is similar to additive smooth-
ing or Laplace smoothing [16]. It assigns more weight to
users that post more documents on topic compared to low-
frequency users that post only few documents on topic. Thus,
we effectively exclude low-frequency users from being se-
lected as experts.
Even with smoothing, spammers will receive high qualifica-
tion and interest scores. We exclude spammers from being
selected as experts by disregarding users with low values in
at least one of the expertise dimensions (qualification and
interest) or social dimensions (responsiveness and activity,
explained later). Our hypothesis is that although spammers
have high qualification and interest scores, they have low
responsiveness and/or activity scores (i.e., do not communi-
cate with other users in a social network). Judging from the
experience with our social routing algorithm, this hypothe-
sis holds true for the social networks we analyzed. Thus, we
effectively exclude spammers from being asked questions by
our social routing algorithm.
The next subsection explains how to combine expertise de-
tection with social features. The goal is to find experts who
are likely to answer questions about their topics of exper-
tise. For this, we will introduce features that describe the
experts’ communication behavior on social networks.
4.2 Social availability
While it is clear that Knowledge has to be closely related
to a topic, we noticed that also Availability works in the
same way. For the same level of expertise, people show dif-
ferent response rates on different arguments due to social
trends, personal preferences, or temporal convenience. Fur-
thermore, by computing Activity on distinct subjects it is
possible to give users the option to contribute on a diverse
range of questions instead of overloading them on the same
topic. Formally, we compute responsiveness (A1) and activ-
ity (A2) for a user u in a crowd c on a topic t through the
following definitions. Table 5 explains the terms used in the
definition.
A1(c, u, t) =
AQ(c,u,t) + µ
PQ(c,u,t) +N
+
CP(c,u,t) + µ
P(c,u,t) +N
+
1
RT(c,u,t)
A2(c, u, t) = now −max
(
time(LQ(c,u,t)), time(LA(c,u,t))
)
Note that Responsiveness captures the responsiveness of the
user to our tasks as well as to posts initiated by other users in
the network. At the same time, it also includes the average
response time on the topic. Activity then keeps track of the
last Q&A event with the user on the topic. This means
that a user that was recently asked on a topic will not be
accessed on the same topic any time soon, yet he might still
be a good candidate for other topics on which he is currently
idle. In general, it is useful to take into account the current
status of the user in the network (online or offline) because
there is a higher chance that users who are currently online
Table 5: Metric definitions of social availability.
Metric Definition
CP conversational post
PQ question presented to the user
AQ question answered by the user
RT average response time
LQ last question presented
LA last answer provided
Table 6: Refresh rate and window size for feature
collection.
Feature Refresh rate Window size
Qualification Daily Preferably forever
Interest Daily Monthly
Responsiveness Immediately Monthly
Activity Immediately Weekly
will respond. We did not investigate this because of privacy
concerns that could make the users reluctant to contribute
during the bootstrapping phase of this project.
The routing strategy described in the next section requires
that the underlying features are up to date so that it can
correct itself and not select users which do not collaborate
in Q&A. From our observations it results that the social
Availability features tend to change much faster than the
Knowledge ones. Thus, we update them every time a ques-
tion is asked through CrowdSTAR or answered by the users,
while Knowledge is updated daily. The window size of the
data that needs to be considered for each feature is also an
important factor since some of the features have a higher
longevity than others. For example, Qualification is a more
long-term feature than Interest assuming that certain skills
do not deteriorate drastically over time and that interests
are more likely to change. Table 6 shows a summary anal-
ysis of these two factors (refresh rate and window size) for
each of the features in the proposed user model. All fea-
tures were separately computed for both networks over a
one-month time window and were then input into the social
task router described in the next section.
5. SOCIAL TASK ROUTING
According to Law and von Ahn [13] there exist two forms of
assigning tasks to crowd members, referred to as push and
pull approaches. Pull approaches let the users select the
tasks, while the push approaches explicitly match the tasks
to users. Many paid and non-paid platforms of crowdsourc-
ing choose to adopt a hybrid model of these two forms so
that the self-initiative of the contributors can be leveraged
to increase the quality of the results. In our work, the social
task routing belongs to the second form of task assignment
but CrowdSTAR design is aware of the self-regulating events
that happen in dynamic crowds where members can make
free choices. The responsibility of the social task router in
our system is to perform two kinds of routing in the fol-
lowing order: (1) routing across the crowds and (2) routing
within a crowd. The first one forwards the task to one of the
candidate crowds, while the second continues the routing by
pushing the question to individual members from the crowd
Crowd 1 Crowd 2
CS1 CS2
Crowd
Summaries
TASK
Figure 2: Task routing.
chosen in Step 1. Figure 2 depicts an overall picture of the
process.
5.1 Routing tasks within a crowd
In order to consider all the features in the user utility model,
the routing algorithm needs to explore the possible trade-offs
between the features and access only those users which ap-
pear to dominate the rest of the crowd. For this purpose we
select as a candidate user set the group of users which is not
dominated by others in at least one of the dimensions. We
refer to this candidate set as the crowd skyline for the topic
associated to the task. Figure 3 illustrates a sample output
for two dimensions where the connected points represent the
crowd skyline. Depending on the topic, the crowd expertise
and how much redundancy one wants from the crowd, it can
happen that the number of users in the skyline is not enough.
In Quora for example, it is quite common that there exist
a very few active users that dominate all the others which
would prevent us from involving other users. For this pur-
pose, we decide to continue running the skyline algorithm
even beyond the first skyline. For example, in Figure 3 the
data points connected by the dashed line represent the sec-
ond skyline.
The skyline computation uses the algorithm introduced by
Kossmann et al. [12]. It applies a recursive nearest-neighbor
search that continuously prunes from the search space re-
gions that are dominated by the actual best data point not
yet included in the skyline. The algorithm has a good prun-
ing rate which is a necessary property for our routing algo-
rithm to scale. Figure 4 shows the pruning rate for the set
of the 300,000 most active users on Twitter on the popular
topic music. The size of the set of the remaining candidate
users decreases drastically with every iteration, making each
iteration faster to compute. Furthermore, a good property
of the algorithm is the early output of skyline points, which
is useful for very large data when it is not possible to wait
until the whole computation finishes. It is possible and rea-
sonable to start routing questions to users while the skyline
computation is still running. We further prune the search
space by disregarding users which have very low values in
at least one of the axes (the dashed regions in Figure 3)
because our experiments showed that these regions contain
mostly spammy and non-responsive accounts.
Whenever the user utility model is updated, the crowd sky-
line needs to be recomputed. Different users may appear
in the skyline. For instance, if a user has just answered a
question, the respective Activity is going to be updated with
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Figure 3: Example of the crowd skyline in two di-
mensions.
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Figure 4: Pruning rate of the skyline computation.
a very low value excluding this way the user from the can-
didate set to ask. Similarly, if someone gradually changes
Interest from photography to video and starts posting and
answering more on the latter topic, the same switch will
happen to his or her membership in the topic skyline.
In our routing experiments we did not ask all the users in
the set since this would be too intrusive. Instead, we start
in the middle of the skyline and then incrementally move
towards the edges of the skyline in both directions. However,
exploring different segments of the skyline is also effective
because it gives a chance of participation and improvement
to users that do not have the highest scores in all dimensions.
Indeed, as we show in the experiments section, such users
exist in both crowds that we studied.
5.2 Routing tasks across multiple crowds
The decision of crowd selection is based on an aggregate
summary of each crowd. Although we index the features
of all users, we do not use all of them to build the crowd
summary shown in Figure 2. The summary includes only
those members which will possibly be considered for ques-
tion asking in the near future, i.e. the crowd skyline. The
following formulation defines the summary of a crowd c on
an arbitrary feature f for a topic t.
Summary(c, t, f) =
∑
u∈skyline(c,t) f(c, u, t)
|skyline(c, t)|
Having the summary on each dimension, the final crowd
score of the crowd on the topic can be computed as a weighted
linear combination of all the features. Note that Activity is
excluded from the final score given that it is closely related
to individual users and should not affect the overall accessi-
bility of the crowd.
Score(c, t) =
∑
f∈{K1,K2,A1}
(
wf · Summary(c, t, f)
)
Assigning different weights to the dimensions allows for adapt-
ing the routing algorithm to the task requirements. For ex-
ample, if one is interested in solving a survey task, the high-
est weights should go to Interest and Responsiveness consid-
ering that the crowd members will only give their personal
opinion and not actually solve a problem. For a fair com-
parison between crowds the number of users in the skyline
of each crowd should be balanced which is very unlikely to
happen given the different feature distributions. This prob-
lem is solved by choosing for both crowds an equal number
of points as skyline representatives and possibly making use
of the lower-level skylines as defined previously.
In practice, we observed that Twitter and Quora have sim-
ilar scores for very popular general topics like music, sport
or travel. On the other hand, they have significantly differ-
ent scores for topics that mostly fall in the domain of only
one of the crowds. Such examples are startup, silicon valley
for Quora, and nfl, golden globe for Twitter. For this rea-
son, we apply a more relaxed access distribution mechanism
across crowds. More specifically, given a specific budget B
(the number of people we want to ask the same question
for redundancy purposes), we decide to equally distribute
the budget if the relative difference between the summary
scores is less than 25%. Otherwise, the budget is distributed
proportionally.
6. CROWDSTAR SYSTEM
In the CrowdSTAR system we put together all the function-
alities that have been described so far. Figure 5 depicts the
main modules of the system and how they interconnect with
each other. All the modules are implemented in C# and ran
on SCOPE [6] on a large computing cluster.
6.1 Components
Feature Collector gathers the textual evidence of users’ ex-
pertise on the topics that we experimented with and for the
two social networks we are considering, Twitter and Quora.
The task of the module is to fetch those metrics from Ta-
ble 4 and 5 that are part of the user’s activity in the social
network regardless of their participation in our tasks. Such
activities in Quora for example are native answers, ques-
tions, comments, and blog posts. This part of the metrics
was very important during the bootstrapping stage of the
project and appeared to be useful in the other stages as well
for identifying new candidate experts. The module collects
the data of the latest one month interval and forwards them
to the Feature Index module.
Feature Monitor As described in the previous sections, the
user utility model also makes use of the activity of the users
in our system. This module monitors in real time whether
the posted questions have been answered from the targeted
users and sends this information to the Feature Index. The
respective instances of this module are continuously running
since some of the data that they collect are time-critical,
particularly because of their contribution to availability and
activity. Technically, we use the Twitter API and Quora
Feature Collector
Twitter/Quora
Feature Monitor
Twitter/Quora
Feature Index
Skyline
Builder
Crowd
Summarizer
Task Router
Budget <question, topic>
Figure 5: CrowdSTAR architecture.
RSS Feeds for our representative accounts in each of the
networks.
Feature Index Having the incoming data from the previous
modules, the Feature Index recomputes the changed dimen-
sions of the user utility model. Since all of the metrics con-
sist of parallelizable aggregation functions, the computation
can be easily carried out in any architecture that supports
MapReduce tasks [6]. At the moment, the index keeps track
of approximately the top 300,000 active users in Twitter and
top 45,000 users in Quora.
Skyline Builder and Crowd Summarizer As soon as the
Feature Index is updated on a certain topic, the Skyline
Builder gets updated on the same topic by recomputing the
skyline which is then used to refresh the crowd summary
scores in the Crowd Summarizer. Although in our experi-
ments the skyline generation is not a bottleneck, for larger
scale applications it is possible to adapt the algorithm pro-
posed in [12] for MapReduce frameworks by first computing
in parallel the skyline candidates for vertical cuts of the fea-
ture spaces and then merge them into a single one. A survey
and other solutions on parallel skyline queries is presented
in [22].
Task Router Given a question task associated to a main
topic, the Task Router incrementally routes the question ac-
cording to the summarized crowd scores and the topical sky-
lines. The posting process is done through the Twitter API
while Quora does not provide an API yet and needs manual
question posting. The budget here refers to the number of
users to be asked as a degree of crowdsourcing redundancy
that can be specified by the end user. The Task Router can
be further extended in the future to better support individ-
ual characteristics of each crowd. For example, in Quora
each member has a self-assigned price in virtual credits for
each question targeted to him or her. Thus, the asking“cost”
and the budget can also be measured in credits.
6.2 Use Cases and Applications
The proposed functionalities of CrowdSTAR are designed
to help end users trying to solve challenging tasks with the
help of human power available on the Web. We identify two
main use cases for such a system:
1. Peer-to-peer routing (UC1). In this use case the
system is used to propose to the asker a set of can-
didate experts in various networks. Afterwards, the
asker can freely choose how many and which of the
presented users to ask and then can directly contact
them through CrowdSTAR. In this scenario the iden-
tity of both peers is made public to each other. The
model is used by most of the Q&A platforms available
today and works well for single communities.
2. Answer provider (UC2). This option implies that
both of the parties (the asker and the responder) re-
main anonymous. The offered service not only finds
the possible experts but also contacts them on behalf
of the askers and then sends back the answers. Being
more discrete, this model does not imply many of the
privacy issues that come with the first use case and
also reduces the latency of the end-to-end process.
7. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section we discuss how we collected the data for pop-
ulating the user utility model and how we performed the
routing experiments across and within Twitter and Quora.
7.1 Feature collection
The features of each user were computed from the most re-
cent one month interval. We focused on a broad range of
topics (35 in total) from domains like technology, hobbies,
news, and entertainment. In Quora we consider that a post
falls within a topic if this is claimed from the author or
Quora’s maintenance staff since the mapping is highly ac-
curate in this network. The posts in Twitter are not as
structured. Thus, we categorize a tweet within a topic if the
topic word explicitly appears in the tweet text. Involving
the topic-to-topic relationships would result into misleading
outcomes. For example, a user who talks about soccer may
not be an expert in sport and vice versa.
Table 7 shows an example of retrieving the top five users in
Twitter with respect to Qualification and Responsiveness for
topic hiking. Note that the most qualified users are famous
accounts on the topic but not necessarily personal accounts,
while the most responsive ones match to people who tend to
answer and converse more on hiking. They are still knowl-
edgeable but their attention is not focused on a single inter-
est only. A similar phenomenon can be observed in Quora
but with slightly different motivations. The accounts in this
network are not commonly used for company advertisements
or spam but rather for self promotion. Here we identify two
different categories of accounts: those who tend to create a
large number of relatively short and mid-quality posts and
those who prefer posting less content but of a higher quality.
The quality of a post or an answer can be verified through
the number of upvotes that other users assigned. The up-
votes also can be interpreted as the visibility or the impact of
the content in the network. Due to these reasons, we include
them in the qualification computation by weighing each post
and answer with its upvote. After this adaptation, we are
able to distinguish between the two categories of users men-
tioned before. The same adaptation is technically possible
in Twitter as well by analogously making use of the number
of times the tweet is marked as favorite. Unfortunately, this
Table 7: Example of top 5 Twitter users wrt. to
qualification and responsiveness for topic hiking.
TOP 5 WHERE topic=’hiking’ ORDER BY
QUALIFICATION RESPONSIVENESS
@hiking camping @thatoutdoorguy
@letsgoforahike @nickandriani
@mightycrack @astrogerly
@etravelhotels @melissabravery
@outdoorgeardotd @rsrigda
information is most of the times not available in Twitter
since the visibility of the user-to-user tweets is very low.
In Figure 6 we show the Qualification and Responsiveness
for 200 most active users of both networks for the topics
travel and hiking. Users of the same color gradient would
belong to the same skyline level as defined in our method.
As expected, there is not necessarily a strong correlation
between them (also the case for the other features) which
supports once again the fact that using a linear combina-
tion or a generalization of all the features (e.g., the total
number of posts) is less informative and that the identified
dimensions in the user utility model are present in real-world
data. User data points of this nature, but of a larger scale,
serve as an input for the social task routing algorithm. Ide-
ally, we would like to choose only points that have very good
scores on all the features such as those that fall within the
dotted rectangles in the figure. In practice, this is not always
feasible. For example, comparing the graphs for the two top-
ics we can understand that the skyline region is more dense
for popular and general topics like travel. For more specific
ones like hiking, especially on Quora we can notice the ex-
istence of very few dominating experts that are in fact very
well-known from other members with common interests in
the same community. Also the user points in Twitter are
more scattered as this network is larger, more diverse and
less structured compared to Quora.
7.2 Question posting
For the purpose of conducting question routing experiments
we created two different accounts in Twitter and Quora
named respectively @SocialQARouting (https://twitter.com/
SocialQARouting) and Ada Floyd (http://www.quora.com/
Ada-Floyd). Both of them were first bootstrapped by gradu-
ally asking questions and posting other non-asking content.
In Twitter we alternated two asking strategies as shown in
Figure 7 and also attached the #ask and #<topic> hash-
tags to the question text to increase the interest of the user.
We noticed that the most famous accounts prefer the intro-
ductory strategy while the others prefer a simple greeting.
Quora members instead are used to a formal asking tone in
contrast to Twitter where people tend to converse in a more
relaxed and friendly way. Figure 8 shows an example of ask-
ing the same question on topic motorbiking on Twitter and
Quora.
The question promotion process was easier in Quora because
it is intentionally designed for Q&A. We directly pointed our
tasks to the selected members through the built-in interface
in Quora. Afterwards, if the question became popular, it
Table 8: Comparison of Twitter and Quora task routing support.
Quora Twitter
Responsiveness 64% 44%
Questions answered 85% 44%
Average response time ∼24 hours (1st response) 12.7 hours
Accuracy 80%-90% (manually evaluated)
Asking tone Formal Informal
Question visibility Many users Mainly the assigned user
#Users answering Many users Only the assigned user
Human intervention Thanking (built-in) Introduction
Greeting
Thanking
Question length Not restricted 140 char max
Answer properties Long 140 char max
Elaborated Concise
Quality control Upvotes and Editors None available
Possible candidates: #retweets, #favorites
Types of Q&A Recommendation multiple items Recommendation single item
”How to” explanations Laconic explanations
Only interesting surveys Survey
Factual
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Figure 6: Qualification and Interest scores for ques-
tions on travel and hiking on Quora and Twitter.
was further promoted by other members not related to our
account or it became more visible because of the high num-
ber of views and followers. Given this, we can conclude that
the responsiveness of Quora is higher with respect to Twitter
which is also shown in the responsiveness rates of its users.
Twitter on the other hand has a lower average response rate
due to its dynamic nature.
The main conclusion of this part of the work is that the net-
works that are primarily designed for task-solving need less
human intervention for both the bootstrapping and the pro-
motion phases because many necessary steps like introduc-
tion, thanking, rating, and rewarding are inherently present.
question #ask #topic
Introduce project ”Hi!”
Post question Post question
”Thank you!”
Figure 7: Alternative asking strategies in Twitter.
How popular is motorbiking among women in USA?
Hi @user ! Do you think motorbiking is popular
among women in USA? #ask #motorbiking
Figure 8: Example of asking the same question in
Twitter and Quora.
Crowds of a more general purpose require additional human
steps in the workflow, otherwise people tend to be reluctant
to help. Indeed, in earlier steps of this project when we did
not include any greeting, introductory or thanking messages
the interaction was not satisfactory.
7.3 Task Routing
Table 8 shows the main results from routing tasks to the tar-
geted crowds. We received answers to 44% of the questions
in Twitter and to 85% of the questions in Quora. Neverthe-
less, only 64% of the answers in Quora came from the users
we pointed. The rest were given by other users interested in
the same topic. Similarly to what we show in the Human vs.
Machines section, the less popular questions were answered
exclusively by only the users that we targeted. This cat-
egory constitutes 35% of the whole questions posted. The
answers’ accuracy was manually evaluated and varies be-
tween 80%–90% for both of the networks which confirms
that when people feel confident to answer they are able to
provide accurate insights.
Another major difference between the two crowds consists
on the type of questions they can accommodate. Due to
the message length restrictions in Twitter, it is possible to
ask only short questions that can be answered with short
replies. Such examples are queries looking for a fact or a
single suggestion. This restriction does not make Twitter
users less expert. In fact, they also provided reasoning with
their answers when they were able to explain in 140 char-
acters. The answers in Quora are more elaborated and ac-
cordingly argued. In both networks the members preferred
to answer questions related to specific topics like biking, hik-
ing, poker, Bay Area rather than general ones like music,
sport, travel. A possible reason for this is that people tend
to answer more on topics in which they have experience and
are particularly enthusiastic. This phenomenon constitutes
an important implicit incentive for most of the Q&A appli-
cations and also for our study.
8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we proposed a general model for task rout-
ing in online crowds that combines expertise detection with
social availability features. Furthermore, we presented the
design and implementation of CrowdSTAR, a social task
routing system. CrowdSTAR routes questions to experts
in the right crowd that are responsive in answering these
questions. Yet, the system makes sure to not overload ex-
perts with requests by regulating the number of questions
routed to individual users. CrowdSTAR currently supports
two popular social networks, Twitter and Quora, but the
architecture is extensible to other crowds.
Our findings show that the proposed user utility model ex-
ists in real social networks and can be used to increase an-
swer satisfaction during question routing. The evaluation
shows that experts are willing to answer questions which
are more specific. As future work, we plan to investigate
reward mechanisms to give experts further incentives to an-
swer questions and improve the crowd selection algorithm
using adaptive learning techniques. Moreover, we want to
investigate the problem of evaluating accuracy of task rout-
ing and how intrinsic features of social networks can be used
in this respect.
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